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Note :- Solve either (A) or (B) from each question.

State and prove addition law of probability.
l'or any three events A, B and C, show that I

P(A!,B/C) = P(AiCr) + P@iC) P(A,18/C) 8i8
OR

Ilefine cumulative distribution function of random variable. In an expeiiment of
throwing three coins simultaneously, if the raldom vadable X denotes numbcr of
heads thcn obtain probability mass function and probability distribution funcl.ion

of random variable X.
Define conditional probability. State and prove linearity property ofexpectation of
random variablc. 8+8

Obtain m.g.f. ol Binomial variate and hence obtain first low moments about

mean.

Define ncgative Binomial distribution. Obtain its mean and va ancc. 8+8

OR
Obtain m.g.l of Poisson dist bution and hence obtain its mean and variancc.

Derive the mean and variance of geometric distributioo. 8+8

Define Laplace distribution. Obtain its mcan and variatrce.

Deline exponential distribution. Prove its lack of memory property. 8+8

OR
Define Bcta distribution of 1" kind, obtain i1s mean and variance.

Derive mean and variance of log normal distribulion. 8t8
Define X: variate. Obtain its mode. Show that sum of tuo 1r variates is again .r

7.2 variate.

State and prove Markov inequality. 8+8

OR
Define student's 't', Iisher's 't'and state its probability dcnsity function. Also, show

that studcnt's 't' is a particular case of Fisher's 't'.
State and provc Liapunov's inequaliry. 818

Explain the concept of mixturc distribution with the help of example.

llehne order statistics and obtain their joint density function. 8+8

OR
Explain thc concept of extrcme values and their asymptotic distributions. State its

applications.
Obtain mean of trulcatcd Poisson distribution truncated at origin. 8+8
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